
BS 1353-05

Beitrag von „morgan“ vom 18. Juli 2010, 00:09

Erstblüte
Name: Nein
Zuchtnummer: BS 1353-05
Kreuzung: BEX 231 'Lilian Harvey' x Tr. 'Werner Heisenberg'
Züchter: Ingo Bartels
Blütendurchm.: 17 cm

Beitrag von „Marcello“ vom 18. Juli 2010, 11:36

Morgan,

congratulations with this result. I think these are seedlings you grown by yourself from seed ? 
It seems like the plant is not big for its first flower (that will come from the father, isn't it ?). 
And as I can see, there are more of this plants standing there, that means we can perhaps 
expect more of this.
Bye,

Marc

Beitrag von „JürgenTh“ vom 18. Juli 2010, 13:36

Hallo moran

Die BEX 231 Lilian Harvey ist ein super vererber von guten Hybriden. Sie stellt die Bex 104 
weit in den schatten.

gruß Jürgen Th.
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Beitrag von „morgan“ vom 18. Juli 2010, 23:23

Thank you Marc and Jurgen for your reply!

Yes, I've sown these from seed. I've got more plants (I haven't counted them but) 2 more of 
them have buds, I'll update this thread when I have new flowers (all plants look big and robust).

According to Ingo Lilian Harvey has only 10 cm flowers. Ingo wrote on my Echinopsis Gallery 
that Lilian Harvey has many lobivias inside and looks a bit like Schicks Icon. 
http://echinopsis.eu/displayim…pid=287#top_display_media

This plant has such a robust flower that I've never seen anything like it. It has a very strong 
tube (like Wessners 397 x 333, I think it was) but shorter.

I've dusted it with pollen from Liske's Prachtstuck.

Beitrag von „morgan“ vom 19. Juli 2010, 09:43

It's MOTHER is Lilian Harvey.

It's FATHER is Werner von Heisenberg.

Did I write the crossing partners in right or wrong order? (Mother X Father)?

I'm also sorry about the wrong link (I didn't make the link absolute), here's a proper one:

http://echinopsis.eu/displayimage.php?pid=277

Morgan
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